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The Reluctant Japanese Submarine: A Look At Why the Enemy Submarine Remained
In The Area Hours After Attacking Fort Stevens On June 21, 1942.
By D. Lindstrom
Fire Control Hill, or H Station, was situated at a location isolated from the center of Fort Stevens. It overlooked
Battery Russell, a 10-inch disappearing gun. From its vantage point, the station had a broad view to the northwest
revealing the entrance to the Columbia River flowing into the Pacific Ocean. This view included the North Jetty on
the Washington State side of the river, and the South Jetty on the Oregon side. The jetty’s provided more or less
safe passage for shipping into the Columbia River Harbor with deep access into Oregon and Washington. The view
then swept from west to south revealing nearby ocean beaches.
Its mission was to coordinate the operation of defensive sea coast weapons at forts on both sides of the
Columbia River, all part of the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia. The overall mission of the Harbor Defenses was
to deny the enemy entrance into the Columbia River.
A dormitory was located behind and below the station itself, while in front there was a series of small base end
stations housing optical equipment used for locating and gathering information pertaining to potential targets. Hstation consisted of two levels. The back, lower level, was used for communication, and the front, upper level
overlooked the ocean and was the nerve center of the station. It was a typical design for such structures.
With a compliment of twenty men under an Operation Chief, H-Station operated 24 hours a day in three shifts.
Every 24 hours a different duty officer was sent up from the Harbor Entrance Control post. The HECP was a
division of the Harbor Defense Command Post (HDCP) housed in Battery Mishler, an “underground” battery
hardened, or bomb proofed, for this purpose.
In the upper level the Operation Chief supervised and maintained a large glass topped situation map illuminated
from underneath. It outlined the entire area with marked “georeferenced” coordinates, while marking installation
locations, and the “maximum coverage” of weapons on both sides of the Columbia River. While intelligence
information was provided on a need-to-know basis, H-Station was an exception. Its personnel were given daily
“intelligence sheets” from the Western Defense Command, located at the Presidio in San Francisco and reports on
local happenings.
Consequently, when H Station operatives visited the main fort for their few hours a week, they were under
orders not discuss or talk about their activities. The flow of limited information spawned many incorrect ideas and
stories. As it was, H Station personnel were aware of reports from the local night fishing fleet, the Lightship, and
other unknown sources. Vernon Greig, the Operation Chief, remembered several reports including one about a

submarine that remained submerged during the day, then surfacing at night and approached the shore to carry out
“reconnaissance and subversive activities.” Bulletins reported that sometimes at night enemy submarines made
themselves appear as large ships by placing a beam across the conning tower and affixing a green and red light on
opposite ends. Greig said most likely one of these approached the entrance of the Columbia River. The station
reported this to the HECP, but nothing came of it and no one else reported it.
Suddenly out of the darkness on the Sunday night of June 21, 1942, at approximately 11:30 PM, shells began
exploding south of H Station. Vernon raced from the dormitory and bounded up the stairs to the station’s top level.
He found everyone “excited and nervously talking at the same time.” He asked the duty officer, Major Houston,
what was happening. He replied that most likely a Japanese submarine was shelling the fort. Earlier that very day
word was received that on the previous night a Japanese submarine shelled a radio station some four hundred miles
north on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. (The knowledge that Japanese submarines were plying northwest
waters and even shelling the coast of Vancouver Island raises questions concerning Fort Stevens operations that are
beyond the scope of this article.)
Vernon took up his position and as “target locations” for the submarine were called in from various sources,
they were marked on the table map. These were immediately phoned into the Harbor Defense Command Post
(HDCP) in the depths of Battery Mishler. At the same time, Jay Krom, who inadvertently found himself to be the
duty officer at the HDCP, was receiving additional information from both sides of the river. Jay phoned personnel
at the mobile Army Air Corps SCR 270B radar set recently set up on North Head (located some two miles north of
the mouth of the Columbia on the Washington State side.) He was hoping they could pinpoint the submarine’s
location. The protocol of sharing target information between H Station and the HDCP unknown. Furthermore,
during the attack, the chain of command between the HECP and the HDCP isn’t clear either. However, the
commander issued his orders not to return fire through the HDCP, the top command center.
At the very start Battery Russell’s commander phoned H Station and begged Major Huston to support return
fire. When Major Huston asked Vernon, “…What does our situation look like,” Vernon would reply that the plots
seemed to place the submarine out of range. In turn, Huston reported his negative feelings about return fire to the
HDCP. As the firing continued, several battery commanders broke the chain of command and phoned directly the
HDCP asking for permission to return fire. At Battery Russell, as the submarine’s location was being called out in
grid coordinates, a sergeant was marking them off on his clip board map showing the target in range. In 1947 when
Fort Stevens was deactivated, a local reporter was allowed to read the commander’s report about the shelling.
Commander Doney admitted that during the attack the Japanese submarine passed through the effective range of the
harbor defense’s guns. Even though at the time the public was led to believe the submarine was out of range, most
researchers now agree that it was in range. However, why H Station reported as it did is somewhat of a mystery.
H Station staff believed the final shell exploded between Battery Russell and H Station at the base of the ridge
where they were located. Considering the attack began at Camp Rilea, the firing line was a distance of
approximately five miles. Afterwards, the station was on alert for the remainder of the night and stood down the
next day. When the “enforcement,” ended, as the Japanese Navy called it, the captain would have been expected to
order full-speed-ahead and leave! Not so.
In referring to the Fort Stevens shelling, the 27 June 1942 Periodic Report, issued by the Western Defense
Command headquartered at the Presidio, San Francisco, stated that the event began at 0635 GCT (now GMT) and
that the submarine was tracked by radar until 1100 GCT (now GMT). Accordingly, with Pacific Daylight Saving
Time in effect, the attack began at 11:35 PM Sunday and the submarine left at 4:00 AM Monday morning.
As H Station had no knowledge of the radar, Vernon Greig, recalled that for some time after the shelling “plots”
locating the submarine continued to come from an “unknown source.” Jay Krom, the inadvertent duty officer,
reported that the submarine left at dawn on Monday. Perhaps the most telling information came from the
commander himself. In the report referred to earlier, he wrote that the submarine remained in the area until 4:00
AM Monday, the same departure time noted in the Periodic Report.
Col (Ret) Ed Farnsworth provided a strange, but plausible reason for this remarkable development. In the
1950’s he served in Korea and Japan. He once attended a 4th of July celebration at General Ridgeway’s
headquarters in Tokyo. In attendance were some notable Japanese war time figures such as Admiral Numora, who
at the time of the December 7,1942 Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbor was in Washington DC, trying to arrange a
“stand down” between the two nations. Also in attendance was Tatsuo Tsukudo the former executive officer of the

I-25, the submarine that attacked Fort Stevens. He retired from the Japanese Navy as a vice admiral and he spoke
English rather well.
Farnsworth struck up a conversation with Tatsuo. He related that he was born at Fort Stevens, site of the 1942
shelling, whereupon Tatsuo burst into a big grin. He shared that he was the Executive Officer on the I-25 when the
submarine shelled the fort. He went on to say that after the shelling the crew discovered the vessel had run aground
and had to wait it out until the next high tide. Tatsuo said that during the attack the tide went out, flooding the
ocean area where the submarine was with fresh water from the Columbia River. This resulted, he said, in the
submarine loosing buoyancy caused by a lower saline content. Thus, the vessel was sitting lower in the water than
normal. The I-25 captain told Oregon author Bert Webber that during the attack he was at the 10 fathom line, or in
sixty feet of water. This position was well inside the firing arcs of the harbor defense’s guns. Sixty feet of water
was a marginal operating depth, and with less buoyancy a disastrous depth. When it was time to leave, it is not
known whether the captain ordered full-speed-ahead and rammed into shifting sands, or if the submarine ran
aground during the final moments of the shelling. Tatsuo implied the latter.
One can only imagine what was going through the crew’s minds during those four hours. Were they in range of
harbor defense’s coastal defenses? Yes. Only much later was it known that soon after the attack a Hudson aircraft
from Portland, Oregon’s Air Base flew over the area and failed to find anything. Both the Periodic Report and the
commander’s report specify that the submarine was some 2,000 yards beyond the extreme range of the coastal guns.
That distance is almost eleven miles out to sea. Common sense says that vessels would not have to wait for high
tide to lift off from an obstruction that far out from Oregon’s north shore. Assuming all this is true, once again it
reveals the disinformation the Army spread about the submarine being out of range, or was it ignorance?
Todd Ehret of the NOAA Service Account indicated that at the mouth of the Columbia River salinity and
buoyance does vary significantly with the tides. A recent study of the June 21-22, 1942 tide levels at the Astoria
station is revealing. Ehret reported that the tide levels at Astoria and Fort Stevens approximate each other, but wind
and weather can readily affect the timing at their respective location. Also, salinity levels are tricky. As the
submarine carefully maneuvered for the “enforcement,” the tide was at 1.5 feet, which is a low tide. The strong
likelihood of low salinity produced less buoyancy for the vessel, and as noted, caused it to sit lower in the water.
Furthermore, Ehret, a former Naval officer, speculated that even if the submarine was carefully maneuvering in
shallow waters the currents in that space could have nudged it off course and run it aground. What is fascinating is
WHEN the high tide of 7.4 feet occurred during the time period in question. It was at 4:00 AM, Monday morning,
June 22, 1942, the very time that the Western Defense Command’s Periodic Report and the Fort Stevens
commander indicated that it shoved off.
Very briefly, the question of radar will be addressed. The Periodic Report indicated that plots of the
submarine’s location came from radar, including those indicating the submarine was out of firing range. The set in
question was set up by the Army Air Corps with a direct line into the Portland air base. As noted, it was a mobile
SCR 270B set located near the North Head lighthouse. The site was some two miles north of Fort Canby on the
Washington State side of the Columbia River. At the time of the attack only several people at Fort Stevens knew of
its existence. It operated on long waves with an oscilloscope presentation. The set was designed for early aircraft
warning with a range of 150 miles. It had reliability problems with poor performance below 500 feet. The long
wave created ground and weather interferences. The oscilloscope made it difficult for the operator to interpret the
information. Only later in the war was the oscilloscope replaced with a PPI scope. The likelihood of this radar
detecting a low riding submarine on the surface of the ocean ranged from extremely low to impossible. One point
of interest is that by line of sight North Head is approximately 19,000 yards north of Battery Russell. If the radar
set was getting a reading, was it a bounce from the submarine at its position near Battery Russell? Did the Army
interpret this information to its advantage? The exact role of radar remains a mystery, except to say that at the time
its inaccurate information opened the door for a favorable public explanation of why fire was not returned.
For this article the author relied on correspondence and conversations he had with Vernon Greig, and Jay Krom.
Col. Farnworth’s letter was a gem, and many thanks to the National Archives and Todd Ehret of NOAA. Radar
specifications were found in a 1989 article by Dan Malone published in the Coast Defense Study Group News.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: The mouth of the Columbia River is the closest point on the Pacific Coast to Japan.
Of all the coastal forts, the Harbor Defenses of the Columbia were the weakest. DL, June 2016

Revisiting A Curious Thing About The Japanese Attack On Fort Stevens 74 Years Ago
In service photos of Fire Control
Hill are rare. The station’s
sensitive work may be the reason.
This photo was taken from the
roof of H Station. During the June
21, 1942 Japanese Submarine
attack on Fort Stevens this site
was a major player. As the attack
proceeded, station personnel, as
others, were certain the Japanese
captain had prior information
about the fort’s layout. Indeed, he
may have. In late October 1945,
after the Japanese surrender,
Captain Toshikazu Ohmae, once
the “guiding spirit behind the
Japanese Naval Research Department,” said that the captain of the Japanese submarine that attacked Fort Stevens
had, “A full set of plans for Fort Stevens and his objective was to destroy the military installations.” Walla Walla
Union Bulletin, November 1, 1945. Just think for a moment, if true, the ramifications of this statement are immense.
This view to the northwest from Fort Stevens’ Fire
Control Hill & H Station includes the south jetty, the
Columbia River, and finally the headlands across the
river in Washington State. The Columbia River
defenses also included Forts Canby and Columbia on
the Washington side. The top deck of Battery Russell is
visible.

Good news about the annual FOOFS picnic! It has been decided to merge the annual picnic for Fort Stevens State
Park hosts and volunteers with that of FOOFS. The date is the same, September 17, 2016. Watch for more
information in the summer issue of the Fort Stevens Review.

